the world of KET MARINE

SPECIALIZED IN SPARE PARTS AND REPAIR FOR WESTFALIA SEPARATORS SINCE 1985
Welcome to Ket Marine

COMPANY PROFILE
Excellent quality & service since 1985

ACTIVITIES
Spare parts supply

PRODUCTS
20,000 different types of spare parts

BOWLS
Extensive Westfalia program

SEPARATORS
Complete reconditioning

ENGINEERING
Precision & persistence for the best results

STORAGE
10,000 ft² stocked to its potential

SERVICE
Wherever & whenever you need us most
A-Grade Product
At KET Marine we believe that excellence is achieved through precision and persistence. That is why we only work with A-grade products in order to provide you with uncompromising quality when it comes to our spare parts and services.

Service
KET Marine will always try to meet your demands in any way possible and provide you with the service you need to keep your engines up and running!

Company Profile
Excellent quality & service since 1985

KET Marine specializes entirely in supplying spare parts and repair services for Westfalia and Alfa Laval separators.

Since the founding of the company in 1985, KET Marine has strived to achieve an honourable track record when it comes to providing our customers with outstanding quality. In order to do so, we at KET Marine tend to keep an extensive stock of approximately 20,000 different spare parts to back up our renowned 24 hour service.

Unique Location
Due to our unique location in between Europe’s largest harbour complexes, we are able to provide our customers with an “on the spot” service, 7 days a week, the whole year round!
Over the past few decades, KET Marine has developed an extensive range of spare parts that are suitable for Westfalia and Alfa Laval separators. All spare parts we supply are original in quality and grade and are ensured to meet the original manufacturer’s standard.

**RECONDITIONING**
Besides the supply of spare parts for Westfalia and Alfa Laval separators, KET Marine also offers an overhaul service to completely recondition any separator you require to the highest possible standards. All Westfalia and Alfa Laval separators that are reconditioned by our marine engineers will be completely tested and refinished in order to provide you with the quality you deserve.

**EXCHANGE SERVICE**
In following of the extensive spare parts program and the complete overhaul service, KET Marine also provides you with an exchange bowl service which enables you to acquire a new or overhauled bowl that meets your specific demands.

**ON SITE REPAIR**
Our renowned 24 hour service includes onboard repairs and servicing by KET Marine’s highly skilled marine engineers. Whether you are nearby or across the great Atlantic, on request our marine engineers will always try to be at your service!
Throughout the course of the company’s development, KET Marine’s spare parts program has grown to an extent that has resulted in a stock amount of over 20,000 different types of spare parts for both Westfalia and Alfa Laval separators. These spare parts vary from hardware, hydraulics, pumps, gaskets, electronics and tools, through an extensive amount of heat exchanger gaskets for different types of manufacturers.

SEPARATOR SPARES
Our spares program contains an extensive range of spares and that are compatible with OTA, OTB, OSA, OSB, OSC, and OSD type separators as well as MAB, PX, SU and SA type separators. All spares are of original quality and are guaranteed to be fully interchangeable and have an uncompromising fit.

CONTROL UNITS
To complete the range of spare parts, we also provide a variety of exchangeable control units to help you manage your Westfalia or Alfa Laval separator system electronically. The range of control units we provide varies from D10 and PLC100 control units through IPC, MARST and EPC control units.

HEAT EXCHANGER GASKETS
Besides the spare parts we carry for Westfalia and Alfa Laval separators, we can also provide you with heat exchanger gaskets varying from VT10, VT20, VT40 and VT80 type gaskets for Westfalia as well as P22, P26, P36, M6, M6M, M10B, M10M, M15B and M15F type heat exchanger gaskets for Alfa Laval.
Our bowl program contains an extensive range of exchange bowls available for Westfalia and Alfa Laval separators. The range of bowls varies from OTA, OTB, OSA, OSB, OSC and OSD type bowls, through MAB, and PX type bowls.

At the heart of the machine a driving centrifugal force is working to provide your engines with pure and clean lube or fuel oil.

**Bowls**

**Extensive Westfalia program**

Wide range of exchange bowls available
Complete reconditioning

All separators are checked extensively before they are overhauled completely according to the original manufacturer standards.

**WESTFALIA AND ALFA LAVAL**

In order to provide you with a quick and reliable solution, KET Marine has many types of frames of makers Westfalia and Alfa Laval on stock and ready for assembly.

After reconditioning, separators will only be sold after complete and extensive test running with fuel or lube-oil, rebalancing of the bowl and the approval of our highly skilled marine engineers.
In order to complement and support our 24 hour service we have a team of professional marine engineers at our disposal that operate either onboard or from our well equipped workshop. KET Marine’s highly skilled engineers are driven to achieve excellence and top quality in every aspect of their work. Through precision and persistence they will always try to obtain the best possible results regarding any challenge they are faced with.

**WORKSHOP**

Our superbly equipped workshop is located between Europe’s largest harbour complexes in Antwerp and Rotterdam. Our specialized marine engineers have state of the art equipment at their disposal in order to provide you with the highest grade of engineering service possible.

**BALANCING**

To provide you with the highest grade of precision and quality, our workshop is equipped with a state of the art electronic CEMB ZB2000 balancing machine which enables our specialized engineers to perfectly balance any bowl you require.

**Precision & persistence for the best results**
In order to guarantee that our renowned service is as quick as it is excellent, we make sure that our 10.000 ft² storage facility is always stocked to its potential. This way KET Marine is able to provide you with an “off the shelf” product service and an on demand distribution.

WAREHOUSE
In support of our well-known 24 hour service, we also keep a significant amount of approximately 20,000 different spares in stock which enables us to deliver on demand and in time.

ORDER PREPARATION
To make sure your order can be transported safely we personally see to it that the package is professionally packed and sealed in order to endure any form of transportation it may require.
Our company is centrally located at Zevenbergen, the Netherlands, at an industrial estate which has an excellent connection with the main motorways that lead directly to the great ports of Rotterdam and Antwerp. Due to this unique location KET Marine’s excellent repair and delivery service is therefore never more than 1 hour away.

We honestly believe that time is of the essence when it comes to the berthing of your ship and that is why KET Marine is driven to provide her excellent repair and delivery service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, the whole year round.

Any given time, any given place, KET Marine will be at your service!